
ZlaantBoard Circuit

Well done, your legs should now be 
warmed up and ready to go! This basic 
circuit was designed to be completed 
daily and as a pre-workout/training 
warm-up routine. 

Feel free to cycle back to any of the 
stretches or strengthening exercises as 
you need. 

Warm Up (2 mins)

Ankle 
Mobilizer/Stabilizer
Standing on the ZlaantBoard in the Freestyle 
Position, rock backwards and forwards on the 
board, alternating between pointing your toes 
down and up (plantar flexion and full 
dorsiflexion) . 

Keep your movements smooth and controlled, 
trying to rock as far forward and backward as 
possible each time. You should soon begin to 
feel the muscles in your lower leg warming up. 

Tip: Try shifting your weight to
alternate legs. As you get stronger, see if you 
can progress to single leg movements!
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Stretch 1
Deep Hamstring
Stand with the ZlaantBoard in the
Control Position, facing the 
incline.
Keeping your knees and lower back
straight, bend from your hips,
reaching forward. Hold for 15-30
seconds.
 
Tip: To further relieve pressure 
from your lower back, find a 
couch/table/chair to lean forward 
onto, keeping your spine straight.
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Stretch 2
Calf (Gastrocnemius 
and Soleus)  
With the ZlaantBoard in the Control Position, 
stand facing the incline. Without bending at the 
hips, keep your knees straight as you shift your 
weight forward. You should feel a stretch 
through your calf and your Achilles tendon - hold 
for 15-30 seconds
 
Tip: To deepen the stretch, place the board in 
the Freestyle Position and
repeat the exercises! To target the soleus 
muscle, stretch with your knee slightly bent and 
leaning forward in the same way.
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Stretch 3
I.T.B. Stretch 
Right side: From the Control 
Position, turn the ZlaantBoard 90° to 
the left and stand on the board. You 
should be able to rock left to right. 
Cross your left leg in front of your 
right and place it on the ground. 
Reaching your right arm up, lean to 
the left to feel a stretch down the side 
of your leg. Hold for 15-30 seconds. 

Left side: From the Control Position, 
turn the ZlaantBoard 90° to the right 
and stand on the board. You should 
be able to rock left to right. Cross your 
right leg over your left to feel a stretch 
down the side of your leg. Hold for 
15-30 seconds. 
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De-eccentric 
Squat (15 reps) 
With the ZlaantBoard in the Control 
Position, stand facing the decline with 
your toes near the edge. With a straight 
back, slowly drop into a squat position, 
not bending your knee past 90 degrees. 
Next, contract your quads and glutes 
(butt) to push yourself back into a 
standing position. 

Don’t push through pain, rather begin 
by dropping down to a comfortable 
position and progress with time. 

Tip: Focus on the decline, keeping the 
movement slow and controlled, this is 
the eccentric portion of the exercise.
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Exercise 2
Zlaant Squat 
(10 reps) 
With the ZlaantBoard in the 
Freestyle Position, continue to
perform your squats with control, 
focussing on a slow decline. As
you drop into the squat, allow the 
board to move naturally under 
your feet. Contract your quads and 
glutes to push yourself back into a 
standing position.

Tip: For an added challenge, try 
keeping the board in a neutral 
position, parallel to the ground.
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Exercise 3 
De-eccentric Heel 
Drop (15 reps)

With the ZlaantBoard in the Control
Position, stand facing the incline
with your heels at the bottom of the
board. Lift your heels off the board
by contracting your calves and rise
onto your toes. Pause for a second
and slowly lower yourself back
down. It is important to drop down to 
starting position as slowly as you can. 
This is the eccentric portion of the 
exercise.

Tip: Studies have found eccentric 
heel drops to be the most effective 
for recovery and prevention of 
Achilles Tendonitis. 
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Compliance Tracker
Mark and track your daily progress!
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www.zlaant.com @zlaantboardZlaant Zlaant

Remember, every condition heals differently. 
Focus on quality and form, be patient, track your 
progress and you’ll see results.
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Instructional videos available online at www.zlaant.com

G E T  B A C K
O U T  T H E R E

FOR MORE EXERCISES, PROTOCOLS AND PROGRESSION: 


